Discussion about taking the "five-pursuit" as the starting point, and solidly promote the standardized construction of party group
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Abstract: With the development of the society and our nation becoming more and more powerful, the standardized construction level of the Party organization in China is gradually improving. It is not only a positive support for Party leadership, but also a realization of Party organizations’ core role in politics and the embodiment of the leading role of Party members. It also provides a carrier for realizing the Party group’s important meaning of truly involved in management, serving the public, and clarifying the Party's leadership goals. This article mainly discusses how to use the "five-pursuit" as the starting point to realize the steady advancement of the standardized construction of Party group. From clarifying objectives to making strict standards, we have taken a number of measures to carry out the construction of the Party group and play a leading role to realize the standardized construction of Party group.

1. Introduction

With the Party Central Committee raising requirements for enterprises, institutions, and grassroots departments about the standardized construction of Party groups, all walks of life have been continuously improving and promoting the construction and work of the Party group, which is conducted and implemented around actual production and work. Enhance the optimization and innovation of the work of Party group continuously, enrich the work content, carry out the basic work of Party group standardized construction activity and take it as the main work objective of the Party grassroots' work, strive to achieve new breakthroughs in Party building work and once again embark on a new journey. Particularly set clear goals and make practical implementation plans for strengthening the standardized construction of Party group, and use this as a basis for the optimization and improvement of Party group construction.

2. Strengthen the clarity of the goal, give play to the role of the Party group, and strengthen the role of the Party group in standardized construction

The implementation of the standardized construction of Party group has also prompted the grassroots Party organizations to clearly understand their own business level and professional quality, attach great importance to this, and carefully organize grassroots Party members and cadres to learn Party affairs and improve professional skills. Firmly carry out the Party group standardized construction activity and take it as the main work objective of the Party grassroots' work, strive to achieve new breakthroughs in Party building work and once again embark on a new journey. Particularly set clear goals and make practical implementation plans for strengthening the standardized construction of Party group, and use this as a basis for the optimization and improvement of Party group construction. Achieve scientific group building, rational restructuring, and actively strengthen the Party spirit of Party members and cadres, set actual assessment criteria for the target task and the standardized construction of the Party group, combine the current work situation of the Party group, investigate and analyze the leading role of the Party members. Combine the construction and implementation of the grassroots Party group system, and the striving environment construction of the Party to assess and compare with all contact records rigorously. At present, the work and system compliance of grassroots Party group can be well carried forward. The construction of grassroots Party groups must be based on clear construction goals, carry out high starting points and strict requirements, and lay a
good practical foundation to establish standardized management and realize independent innovation
and promote the work level of the Party group comprehensively. Realize the cultural construction and
service concept construction of grassroots Party group, drive the grassroots Party group to be
equipped with professionalism, super learning ability and service awareness and creative ability. Take
the work objectives of the Party group as the guideline, and consolidation, high standards, strict
requirements, pragmatism as the principles, hold theme meetings of grassroots Party groups regularly
to realize the study of Party spirit, service awareness and the core role of the Party. At the same
time, the grassroots Party group should also carry out special lectures and work level improvement courses.
In order to comprehensively improve the work quality of grassroots Party group and the awareness
of grassroots Party members and leading cadres, we will strive to innovate and build grassroots Party
groups with high level, high standards, strict requirements, and pragmatic effectiveness, and use this
as a way to build the Party group with high learning ability, high progressing ability and high serving
ability and high innovation ability. At the same time, it also represents that the Party group cadres
have resolute in implementation and have met the requirements in the pursuit of the standardized
department and position business
capability and business level by the Party group and class team, to achieve the maximum level of
Party group service. Thus, the grassroots Party committee must realize in-depth exploration and
promotion of work conditions, work levels, work attitudes, and work abilities, constantly innovate
and strengthen the communication between Party group and various agencies to clearly understand
and adjust the construction of Party group [3]. The setting of the Party group to be consistent with the
team setting is to standardize the management of the Party group work form scientifically, ensuring
that the department and position of the Party members can provide the best quality service and
maximize the vanguard and exemplary role of Party members and cadres, and clarify the reasonable
setting of different functions and different service roles of Party group members, so as to realize the
standardization of different Party group cadres' activities, the standardization of system management,
and the standardization of service attitudes. At the same time, it can also effectively resolve the
contradiction between the establishment of grassroots teams and the inconsistency of service concepts,
and truly integrate the Party groups into one, have a unified standardized construction, and lay a solid
theoretical and practical foundation for the smooth development of grassroots Party group and the
improvement of service levels.

Second, we must truly improve the leadership and business capabilities of the leading cadres of
Party group. Leading cadres of the Party group are an important cornerstone for realizing the smooth
development of the work of the Party group and ensuring the playing of the ability and capability of
the Party group. It is related to the effective upgrading of the work and the management level of the

3. Adhere to the Party's leadership and standards, enhance quality, and promote the smooth
development of Party group construction

Through the in-depth study of the leadership thoughts and standard requirements of the Party, the
good practical foundation to establish standardized management and realize independent innovation
and promote the work level of the Party group comprehensively. Realize the cultural construction and
service concept construction of grassroots Party group, drive the grassroots Party group to be
equipped with professionalism, super learning ability and service awareness and creative ability. Take
the work objectives of the Party group as the guideline, and consolidation, high standards, strict
requirements, pragmatism as the principles, hold theme meetings of grassroots Party groups regularly
to realize the study of Party spirit, service awareness and the core role of the Party. At the same
time, the grassroots Party group should also carry out special lectures and work level improvement courses.
In order to comprehensively improve the work quality of grassroots Party group and the awareness
of grassroots Party members and leading cadres, we will strive to innovate and build grassroots Party
groups with high level, high standards, strict requirements, and pragmatic effectiveness, and use this
as a way to build the Party group with high learning ability, high progressing ability and high serving
ability and high innovation ability. At the same time, it also represents that the Party group cadres
have resolute in implementation and have met the requirements in the pursuit of the standardized
department and position business
capability and business level by the Party group and class team, to achieve the maximum level of
Party group service. Thus, the grassroots Party committee must realize in-depth exploration and
promotion of work conditions, work levels, work attitudes, and work abilities, constantly innovate
and strengthen the communication between Party group and various agencies to clearly understand
and adjust the construction of Party group [3]. The setting of the Party group to be consistent with the
team setting is to standardize the management of the Party group work form scientifically, ensuring
that the department and position of the Party members can provide the best quality service and
maximize the vanguard and exemplary role of Party members and cadres, and clarify the reasonable
setting of different functions and different service roles of Party group members, so as to realize the
standardization of different Party group cadres' activities, the standardization of system management,
and the standardization of service attitudes. At the same time, it can also effectively resolve the
contradiction between the establishment of grassroots teams and the inconsistency of service concepts,
and truly integrate the Party groups into one, have a unified standardized construction, and lay a solid
theoretical and practical foundation for the smooth development of grassroots Party group and the
improvement of service levels.

Second, we must truly improve the leadership and business capabilities of the leading cadres of
Party group. Leading cadres of the Party group are an important cornerstone for realizing the smooth
development of the work of the Party group and ensuring the playing of the ability and capability of
the Party group. It is related to the effective upgrading of the work and the management level of the
Party group. The standardized construction of the grassroots Party group must be able to effectively improve the Party group's standardized construction process under the premise of the strengthening of the Party spirit of the leading cadres of the Party and the promotion of the model role and the guarantee of the management level. Therefore, the grassroots Party organizations must increase the training of the Party group's leading cadres' ability and level, regularly carry out business capabilities and knowledge level learning and training of the Party group's standardized construction, and conduct actual grassroots training for the Party group leading cadres. The training courses were successfully opened for carrying out the practice of the ability of the Party group leader to ensure the improvement of the Party team's leading cadres' professional quality and post ability and understanding of Party spirit, and strengthen the strengthening and promotion of the Party group's standardized construction.[4]

Third, under the leadership of the leading cadres of the Party group, the Party members' basic quality and Party spirit will be comprehensively improved, and the Party members' individual abilities and business levels will be effectively improved. Party members must be able to strictly discipline themselves, continuously participate in Party members' quality training classes, fully understand and play the role of Party members and vanguards, and be strict with themselves as they are the Party member model, and integrate the Party thought into their own work and life. Constantly promote the development of the organization and pay attention to the importance of democratic opinions, and do self-monitoring and self-examination at any time. Carry out meticulous thinking and solutions to the problems arising in the work, and realize self-fulfillment in the process of solving problems. Use the Party members' Party spirit to discipline their own ideological consciousness, activate the standardization vitality of Party group construction, and comprehensively enhance the general level and consciousness and quality of Party members. Stick to the pure side of Party members, and exerts the advanced role of Party members.[5]

Fourth, in the process of standardized construction of the Party group, optimize the measures and innovate the Party group construction based on innovative ideas and characteristics of the times constantly. Enhance the vitality and creativity of Party group construction. The standardized construction of Party group must be able to be implemented in practice, and based on this, achieve innovation and improvement of the work level and service level. Grassroots Party organizations can motivate and maintain the enthusiasm of the Party group standardized construction and the acceleration of the process by setting up an excellent service model. For example, conduct evaluation of the level of political learning and performance, the innovation of the Party group construction and work level, excellent appraisal for the service by the masses etc. Through a variety of behavior innovation and work methods innovation, link action with work, behavior with service to improve the work level of the Party group and promote the standardized construction of the Party group, and bring new vitality to the grassroots Party group and Party organization.[6]

Fifth, stick to the Party’s battle field and use this as a combat basis for efficiency seeking. The work must have an effect, the construction must have an effect, and the effect is the result. Therefore, in order to see the actual progress of the Party group standardized construction, it is necessary to make the construction work and the service work have practical and efficient results. Therefore, the grassroots Party organizations must first be able to hold their positions, clarify their responsibilities, and have laws, guidance, and effective actions, and establish practical standards for the development of the standardized construction of Party group. It is necessary to take the spirit of self-reliance, initiative, self-discipline and self-improvement as the basic driving force to realize taking the position as the home, building a family with the team, and combining actions with culture and ideas to make reasonable arrangements. Realize the integration with the Party organization, realize the clear responsibility and joint commitment of the Party group cadres and Party members, and strengthen the standardized construction of the continuous Party group.[7]

4. Continue to innovate a number of initiatives, give play to the Party's leadership role, and effectively improve the Party group's business level

Innovation requires practical action and standardized implementation. In the work activity of the
standardized construction of the Party group, the grassroots Party committee and Party organization must pay attention to the "five-pursuit", and continue to carry out the activities of innovation and competition to encourage and promote the work of Party members, realize the standardized construction of Party group and the overall quality improvement and work innovation of the Party group cadres and Party members, and effectively exert the leadership role of the Party, and improve the Party group's business level from all sides and multiple perspectives. Continue to carry out the evaluation of the contribution of Party members, and conduct Party Members Day activity with distinctive themes based on service awareness and business level. Based on the evaluation of the masses, conduct the final review of Party group construction and realize the standardized construction of Party group. 

5. Conclusion:

The standardized construction of Party group must have clear goals for advancement, give full play to the functions of the Party group, adhere to the Party's leadership and standards, and strive to improve the Party team's professional quality and business level, and achieve innovation for work and standardized construction, continuously improve the Party group's business capabilities and the quality of Party groups' service and management for the people, ensure the cohesiveness of Party organizations and the continuous enhancement of combat effectiveness. Based on the political core role of grassroots Party organizations, realize the vanguard model leading role of the Party members, let the Party group's standardized construction be implemented, integrate management and achieve the firm goal of serving the public, earnestly support the Party's leadership and absolute authority, working hard for promoting the construction of socialism with Chinese characteristics and the rejuvenation of Chinese dream.
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